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By definition : Art Law 
 
The term is often described by scholars and practitioners as that particular area of Law that 
surrounds the various cases which have an impact on  the creation of art and its various art 
specific transactions. Whereby copyright is only a small but very looked after ingredient of my 
work as an Art Lawyer it is also part of my work to keep an eye on regulations for restitution 
of art as well as on cultural heritage laws. With a focus on my work with complex contract law 
for art businesses and finance law which are mainly based in the general civil codes of the 
countries. 
 
With regards to the European Union laws  are mainly harmonized within the countries and 
naturally as an European Art Lawyer we are well enabled to secure your rights and all 
matters evolving of your artworks and  law matters of cross border  conflicts. 
 
Art Law has many facets of cross border relations. Often it resolves cases of customs and 
taxes to estate planning and specifications for foundations. 
 
Many different positions of interests with typically art law related issues arise from diverse 
contrary beliefs and opinions rising up from common tradition of commission based art 
relations which may have an  conflict of interest. Thus, having a trustworthy Art Law Expert to 
advice and advocate your legal rights is impartial. 
 
Whereas you may find registered “best lawyers” for Art Law on your Google searches you 
should always compare their knowledge and billable rates to one another. Many professional 
lawyers have not had an profound expertise to art law. Especially Law schools or Attorneys 
with bar training do not have any exposure or deep expertise of art law. Therefore they are 
not all equally well trained for the very specified circumstances of Art Law. 



 
 
 
 

 
 
As an Art Law Expert my clients typically are  family offices, collectors, researchers, art 
historians, foundations, museums and corporate collections, private and public banks, 
entrepreneurs, artists estate, legacy planning and cultural heritage institutions, auctioneers, 
galleries, art advisors and art dealers and also  includes other contributors to the art market. 
 
The concepts of most art services within the art law market need specific experience. 
Sometimes the opposing views and conflicting of interests between seller buyer and the third 
party, when involved, as i.e between stake holders, are possible. 
Beforehand it is impartial to connect with your art law expert in order to prevent uprising and 
costly law suits. The art law expert may anticipates the problems before they emerge. 
 
The ultimate counseling by an art law expert is distinguished by the procedure of leading a 
due diligence, for instance with title clearance and provenance matters and the claims of 
authenticity by a other party. Moreover modeling and scheming the contracts for all financial 
transactions of artworks. 
 
In recent cases artworks and artifacts have been subject to forgery. An art law expert has the 
skills to assist with the claim for legal remedy for her client. 
 
As an asset then the art law expert needs to be trained in more jurisdictions as she is also 
involved in clients transfers, as exporting or importing valuable artwork, of high value. By 
virtue compliance with International and European laws of the common and international art 
market and the various regulations specifically referring to the Art Business is best served by 
the art law expert. The global art market and its business players deal within many 
jurisdictions and governments. 
 
Your art law expert is going to help you also with tax advisors that are specifically available 
for matters to be taken into consideration when art collections is transferred to the younger 
family members as heirs or when art is given to foundations or other nonprofit organizations. 
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